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The County Fair Opens!

DENVER, Aug. 19, 2015 /PRNewswire/ -- Antero Resources
Corporation (NYSE: AR) (“Antero” or the “Company”) announced
today that it has signed an agreement with Veolia Water
Technologies Inc. and Veolia North America (“Veolia”) to design
and build a state-of-the-art advanced wastewater treatment
complex in Doddridge County, West Virginia. This complex
includes an initially designed 60,000 barrel per day facility that will
allow Antero to treat and reuse flowback and produced water rather
than permanently dispose of the water in injection wells. Antero
will own the treatment assets including any ancillary facilities.
The complex will be centrally located in Antero’s footprint in the
southwestern core of the Marcellus Shale play with the ability to
serve the Company’s development in both the Marcellus and Utica
Shale plays.

Announcement Highlights:
• Veolia will design, build, operate and maintain a 60,000 barrel
per day advanced wastewater treatment facility under a turnkey
contract for Antero in Doddridge County, West Virginia
• Antero will own the $275 million treatment complex, which
is expected to take two years to build, and generate on a
standalone basis $55 million to $65 million of EBITDA at full
utilization three years following the in service date
• Complex will allow Antero to treat and reuse flowback and
produced water rather than permanently dispose of the water
in injection wells

Bright lights and
whirling rides bring
hair raising fun to the
Doddridge County
Fair.
The Livestock Barn is
buzzing with activity
as local 4-H and
FFA members wash,
dry, curl, preen and
prepare their livestock
for the big night.

Commission Discusses New Antero Facility
• Treatment facility will save Antero approximately $150,000 per well on future completion costs
• Combined with Antero’s existing freshwater pipeline distribution system, the advanced
•

wastewater treatment complex places Antero at the forefront of environmentally conscious water
management in U.S. shale plays
The complex will be an integral part of Antero’s water business and is subject to Antero Midstream’s
option to purchase the business

Advanced Wastewater Treatment Complex
The Antero advanced wastewater treatment facility will incorporate Veolia’s proprietary AnoxKaldnes™
MBBR biological treatment and its CoLD Process®, an advanced evaporation and crystallization
technology, to treat a full range of water qualities including Antero’s completion flowback and

produced water. This same technology has been successfully utilized in dozens of facilities around
the world. The 60,000 barrel per day facility will produce fresh water that meets stringent fresh water
quality specifications, resulting in the treated water being delivered back into Antero’s existing fresh
water distribution system and reused for ongoing completions

Continued on Page A2

This Week’s Weather...
Great weather will visit Doddridge County for many of the next
7 days! The weather will also make for a great way to end the
Doddridge County Fair Friday and Saturday. Look for lots of
sunshine and low humidity.
All of this is thanks to Canada. That is where the Mountain
State’s cooler and drier air comes from. Sunday will feature
a few more degrees ‘tacked on’ to our high temperatures and
a few more clouds will form. All this thanks to ‘a touch’ more
of humidity. A new cold front will move through on Monday
bringing very minor shower activity with clouds and sunshine.
A front is just the leading edge of another cooler and drier air
mass. On the back side of this boundary humidity falls again.
Not only that, but plenty of sun returns with more dry days
through the end part of the week.

WEST UNION, W.Va. (TDI) — After the Prayer, Pledge with the commission and citizens for information and
of Allegiance, the President of the County Commission, input. “I think we need a meeting with whoever is
Mr. Greg Robinson, called the meeting to order at 4:03 involved to explain what it is they are going to do” he
pm. Hearing no objections to the recorded minutes of said. “I will ask the commission to get a hold of them” to
set up a meeting.
the last meeting they were approved as is.
The floor was opened up to Public Comments. The first Comm. Travis noted that this project is right in his front
listed to speak was Ms. Mirijana Beram. She spoke to door and a lot of people are concerned. Robinson said
the commission about the Antero project along Route that he was contacted by a reporter from the Pittsburgh
Post Gazette seeking information
50 at Greenwood. Her concern
and comment. The reporter
was that the commission ask
told him that they are working
Antero to hold an informational
in conjunction with another
meeting for the public. Next
company (see Antero Press
called up was Jim Messenger,
Release on page 4) on this project.
Supervisor of the Doddridge
County Park. Ha came to the
Robinson said the reporter
meeting to introduce to the
informed him of the projects
commissioners the candidate
estimated investment cost of
selected by the Park Board.
$200M - $250M from Antero.
Mr. Greg Cotrill, a native of
He as well thought that the
Doddridge County, was selected
commission should have been
by the board for his qualifications
notified by Antero prior to the
and his enthusiasm. Robinson
calls he had received.
stated that the commission “has
The commission went into
appreciated all that Jim has done
Executive session to discuss
over the years” and informed Mr.
personnel matters. When they
Cotrill that “you have some pretty
returned to regular session
big shoes to fill!”
at 4:44pm there was a vote to
Mr. Cotril said that with “all
promote Ms. Nancy Nuzum
the positive momentum that is
to Supervisor of the Custodial
going on in Doddridge right now,
Department. Vote passed 3-0.
Jim Messenger introduces Greg
it’s great to be back.” The other
Pay raise to be determined later.
Cotrill,
the
new
DC
Park
Supervisor
commissioners offered their
Next
was Sheriff Mike Headley
congratulations.
who’s request at the last meeting was to look into
Comm. Robinson asked to move item “i” to the top of the providing health insurance for employees and their
agenda due to scheduling conflicts. Comm. Sandora families. Ms. Randee Britton compiled information
reminded Robinson that they fellow commissioners for the commissioners to review. The numbers showed
had not been given their public comment time. The that if 40 of the 85 employees were to get onto the family
three
joked plan it would cost in addition to what they are paying
about it and the would be $20,665 or annually $247,980. He presented
hurried
pace the facts to the other two commissioners and asked for
of the agenda, their input. Both agreed that there needs to be more of
then retraced a study on what this would cost the county in the long
back to offer run. “I honestly can’t make a decision on this tonight…I
them
public need to think about this a bit” Sandora said. Comm.
comment.
Travis big concern is being able to offer it now and not
S a n d o r a knowing if it can be afforded in the future. “Then what
thanked
Ms. do you do?” he added.
Beram for her Robinson thought that it may be possible to pay a
i n f o r m a t i o n portion or percentage of the additional fee.
and stated that
he had talked Ms. Britton stated that her research showed Pleasants
to one of the county pays 80% of the cost.
Ritchie county The decision was tabled until the Sept 1st meeting.
commissioners Next on the agenda was Mr. Don Jeffers of Jeffers
that morning. Communications. Mr. Jeffers was called in (under
He stated that contract) to help elevate the phone line restrictions
the company currently causing problems at the courthouse. He
needs to meet noted that the Sheriff currently has eleven people on

